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Environmental Education (EE)

Dr. Pallavi Nilesh Vartak

  The problem statement was clear and well articulated Environmental education (EE) refers to 
organized efforts to teach how natural environments function, and particularly, how human beings 
can manage behavior and ecosystems to live sustainably. It is a multi-disciplinary field integrating 
disciplines such as biology, chemistry, physics, ecology, earth science, atmospheric science, 
mathematics, and geography. The term often implies education within the school system, from 
primary to post-secondary. But it should be done in such a way so that the teaching practices make 
long lasting impact on children. This will help in generations to come.

Author has not mentioned any specific methodology. This study was descriptive in nature. 
Must add methodology in your article. Methodology used to per research topic.

The amount of data presented was sufficient and appropriate. Tables, graphs, or figures were 
used judiciously and agree with the text Environmental education (EE) refers to organized efforts to 
teach how natural environments function, and particularly, how human beings can manage behavior 
and ecosystems to live sustainably. EE is a process of learning about the existing situation through 
which sufficient knowledge can be gained to understand environmental problems and contribute 
towards solving them. Saxena (1986) talks about EE as a process that promotes awareness and 
understanding of the environment, its relationship with man and his activities.
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The introduction provides a good, generalized background of the topic that quickly gives the 
reader an appreciation The word EE means education about the environment i.e. Surroundings. It is 
about everything that surrounds us all, i.e. air, water, trees, mountains, animals, atmosphere, human 
beings and many more. Thus it is holistic.  It not only enlightens us about these things but it tells to us 
what we can do to preserve the environment. EE is a process of learning about the existing situation 
through which sufficient knowledge can be gained to understand environmental problems and 
contribute towards solving them. 

Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study was 
appropriately acknowledged.

The paper is properly organized and demands appreciation. I think the paper will satisfy the 
interest of the readers.
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